ENCLOSURE SPECIFICATIONS: (REFERENCE)
1. ENCLOSURE AND COVER MATERIAL IS BLACK ABS WITH UL FLAME RATING OF 94-VO.
2. COVER IS ATTACHED TO ENCLOSURE WITH LOCTITE 403 ADHESIVE.
3. POLYCASE ENCLOSURE P/N: TF-2315TX.
4. POLYCASE COVER P/N: C-0203-N.

ROCKER SWITCH SPECIFICATIONS: (REFERENCE)
1. UL RECOGNIZED AND CSA CERTIFIED.
2. ROCKER MATERIAL IS WHITE NYLON 6/6. SWITCH HOUSING AND BEZEL MATERIAL IS BLACK NYLON 6/6. ARROWS ARE PAI PRINTED BLACK AS SHOWN.
3. SWITCHING: SPDT - MOMENTARY/OFF/MOMENTARY.
4. LOAD RATING: 20A @ 125/250 VAC.
5. DIELECTRIC STRENGTH: 1250 VOLTS. (LIVE PARTS TO GROUND)
6. OSLO SWITCH P/N: CRTP8A7M.
   (W/SPECIAL ARROW STYLE 9)

MODULAR CABLE ASSEMBLY SPECIFICATIONS: (REFERENCE)
1. UL RECOGNIZED AND CSA CERTIFIED.
2. FLAT, UNSHIELDED, MODULAR, 8 CONDUCTOR CABLE HAS 26 AWG STRANDED COPPER WIRE JACKETED INDIVIDUALLY WITH COLOR CODED POLYPROPYLENE INSULATION AND SHEATHED WITH BLACK POLYPROPYLENE INSULATION.
4. CABLE PLUG VOLTAGE RATING: 150 VAC MAX.
5. AMP CABLE PLUG P/N: 5-554743-3.
6. DIGI-KEY 7 FT. CABLE ASSY. P/N: H3882-07ND.
   (OR EQUIVALENT)

STRAIN RELIEF BUSHING SPECIFICATIONS: (REFERENCE)
1. UL RECOGNIZED, CSA AND VDE CERTIFIED.
2. BUSHING MATERIAL IS BLACK NYLON 6/6 WITH UL FLAME RATING OF 94V-2.
3. HEYCO BUSHING P/N: 1117.